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Abstract

A two-dimensional flame table was built to demon-
strate the eigen modes of a wave in a cavity. The
table is based on Bernoulli’s principle and can be
related to the less complex Ruben’s tube. Expected
images of various frequencies were created using
Mathematica, and then compared to actual pho-
tographs of the various states. In depth theory be-
hind the physics of the table is described as well
as an in depth description of the apparatus. A
commentary on mistakes made in design are also
included in this paper.

Introduction

Combined, the curiosity of fire and the beauty of
musical notes generates a dramatic visual phenom-
ena. The Rubens flame tube is the most well-
known apparatus for demonstrating such phenom-
ena. The standing waves produced by a given fre-
quency cause flames coming from along the tube
to change in amplitude, depending on the pres-
sure nodes [8]. Similar phenomena involving stand-
ing waves include Chladni plates and Kundt tubes.
Chladni plates consist of a plane surface covered in
a fine sand. A speaker is placed below the plate
and eigen modes are displayed due to movement of
the sand[7]. Kundt tubes consist of fine cork dust
inside of a tube that is driven by a speaker at one
end. The Kundt tube is analogous to the Rubens
flame tube in its investigation of standing waves
[2]. The most visually striking of visual sound wave
phenomena is the Harold Daw flame table.
The Daw flame table is analogous to the afore-
mentioned Chaldni plate in that it displays eigen
modes. The flame table specifically displays the
eigen modes of a two dimensional wave in a cav-
ity. By the same basic physics of the Rubens tube,

the flame table displays the modes via flame am-
plitudes based on the pressure nodes.
The Harold Daw flame table is described in this
paper, a diagram of which can be seen in Fig.1.
Detailed theory of the table is included as is a de-
tailed description of the mechanical construction
process. The intention for this table is that it will
be used for outreach programs to garner an appre-
ciation for science, mathematics, and engineering
in future generations.

Figure 1: The rectangular two-dimensional flame
table. The size of the table and the gas used to fill
the cavity will a↵ect which frequencies correspond
to resonant sound modes.

Theory

The theory used to explain the workings of the
two dimensional wave table rely upon conservation
laws. We can begin the derivation for modelling
di↵erent modes in a cavity by looking at conser-
vation of mass. Using Euler’s equations for fluid
dynamics, conservation of mass can be expressed
as

@P

@t
+ ~r(⇢~v) = 0 (1)
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where P is pressure, t is time, ⇢ is the density of
the gas, and v is velocity [6]. Next, the momentum
of the gas inside of the cavity needs to be dealt
with. For this, Euler’s equation for inviscid motion
representing the momentum of a fluid is used [6]

@⇢~v

@t
+ ~r(⇢~v · ~v) = �~rP (2)

Next we need to take the divergence of Eq.2 and
then combine it with Eq.1. Assuming that due to
v2 being so small the second term of Eq.2 goes to
zero, we end up with the following relationship

@2P

@t2
= ~r2P (3)

Now we must define some variables so as to make
the problem simpler. First, we will define the num-
ber density as

⇢ =
N

V
(4)

where N is equal to the number of moles multiplied
by the number of molecules and V is the volume.
Let us also note that the pressure and the density
will both experience small changes throughout the
experiment. We can express the pressure and den-
sity as follows

P = Po + @P, ⇢ = ⇢o + @⇢ (5)

where Po is the initial pressure of the gas and ⇢o is
the initial density of the gas. These relations will
appear later in the paper. Next, we must draw our
attention to the Ideal Gas Law. Written in its most
elegant form, the ideal gas law is expressed as

PV = NkbT (6)

where T is the temperature of the gas and kb is
Plank’s constant. Using Eq.4 we can write this in
a form more convenient for our use

P = ⇢kBT (7)

Now that we have a convenient form of the Ideal
Gas Law, we need to look at the energy of the sys-
tem. From conservation of energy and the First
Law of Thermodynamics, we know that

dU = dQ+ dW (8)

where U is the total energy, Q is the heat energy,
and W is the work. We know that our system is

adiabatic via the entropy of the system, hence Q =
0. We also know that work can be written as the
negative product of the pressure and the volume.
Knowing this, Eq.8 can be re-written as

dU = �PdV (9)

Again we must look at the total energy of the sys-
tem, though this time from the Ideal Gas Law. The
total energy of a system for an ideal gas can be ex-
pressed in two forms as

U =
3

2
kbT =

3

2
PV (10)

After combining the above equation with Eq.9 we
can reduce it down to the following form
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1

P
dP = � 1

V
dV (11)

By di↵erentiating Eq.4 and assuming that we are
working with only one particle, we can re-write
Eq.11 as

3
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⇢

P
=

d⇢

dP
(12)

Now, we can recall back to our note about the ini-
tial pressure and density of the gas from Eq.5. As-
suming that the small changes in the pressure and
density are small, we come to the expression

3
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⇢o
Po

dP = d⇢ (13)

From Eq.2 we notice the following has to be true

3

5

⇢o
Po

=
1

v2
(14)

which can be interpreted as the speed of sound
through a chosen gas [5]. Therefore we can for-
mulate the following partial di↵erential equation

1

v2
(
@2P

@t2
) =

@2P

@x2
+

@2P

@y2
(15)

By noting that the T(t) term relies on normal
modes [1], we end up with the following separable
O.D.E.

�1

v2
XY !2ei!t = X 00Y ei!t + Y 00Xei!t (16)

The boundary conditions for the resultant solutions
to the separated O.D.E.s are determined by the
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length of the box. According to Bernoulli’s equa-
tion of energy conservation, the pressure will equal
zero at the edges of the box because the velocity is
zero at these bounds. From our boundary condi-
tions, we end up with the following solution to the
P.D.E.

P = Po cos
m⇡x

l
cos

n⇡y

l
(17)

where l is the length of the box, and x & y are hor-
izontal and vertical coordinates on the top plane of
the box, respectively. This solution can be plotted
in Mathematica for various values of m & n. The
values of m & n are determined by the following
equation

f =
v
p
m2 + n2

2l
(18)

where f is the desired frequency and v is the speed
of sound of a chosen gas. Alternatively, we can find
the frequencies of various modes by simply plugging
in values of m & n.

Application of Theory

The 2-D dimensions of our box are 0.5334m x
0.5334m (21” x 21”). For our experiment, we chose
to use first methane gas, then propane gas to see
how the frequencies di↵er. Methane has a den-
sity of 0.655 kg

m3 which, according to theory, should
produce modes at fairly normal frequencies (100 -
1000 Hz). Propane has a much higher density, at
1.879 kg

m3 , and should hence produce modes at even
lower frequencies. Expected images of the normal
modes can be seen in Fig. 2 - 5.
It is also important to note that the uncertainty in
the frequency calculation can be determined by the
following equation

�f2 = (
@f

@P
)2�P 2 + (

@f

@l
)2�l2 + (

@f

@⇢
)2�⇢2 (19)

For methane, the expected uncertainty of frequency
for our box is ± 32.5 Hz, assuming that the uncer-
tainty in gas density is very low.

Mechanical Apparatus

The Daw flame table for this experiment was con-
structed by L. He↵ern. The table is made of 1/8”
cold rolled steel sheet metal with dimensions 21”

Figure 2: Normal mode m=0, n=1 of a gas in a 21”
x 21” x 3.25” flame table. The expected frequency
of this mode is f = 94Hz.

Figure 3: Normal mode m=2, n=0 of a gas in a 21”
x 21” x 3.25” flame table. The expected frequency
of this mode is f = 188Hz.

by 21” by 3.25” with a speaker mount hole and a
gas port on opposite sides, as seen in Fig.1. The
top of the box consists of 400 1/8” diameter holes
spaced on a 1” grid system. The holes of the box
were made using a CNC machine which was oper-
ated by a manufacturing student at CSUC, Cody
Leuck. The specifications for this flame table were
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Figure 4: Normal mode m=2, n=1 of a gas in a 21”
x 21” x 3.25” flame table. The expected frequency
of this mode is f = 210z.

Figure 5: Normal mode m=2, n=2 of a gas in a 21”
x 21” x 3.25” flame table. The expected frequency
of this mode is f = 265Hz.

modified from the Daw’s original design [3].
The welding of the box was done in several parts.
First, a 3” diameter hole was cut into one of the
21” by 3.25” steel pieces. Next, a 3” diameter by
3” long steel cylinder was welded onto the hole us-
ing a MIG welding machine. This cylinder will act
as a bu↵er between the flame table and the speaker.

On another 21” by 3.25” steel piece, a hole for the
gas port was cut and a gas nozzle was mounted
and brazed into place using a TIG welder. Next,
the bottom of the box was welded together using
90� magnets and C-clamps so as to make sure the
box is air-tight. Finally, the leg pieces (which were
scrap metal) and the top, most important piece of
the box were welded into place using a MIG welder.
Throughout the process, there was minimal heat
damage. Also, it is important to note that the legs
should all be level so that the gas escapes in an
equal distribution out of the table.
A gas hose was attached to the gas nozzle and
then hooked up to two methane gas lines via a T-
connection (to double the pressure). The speaker
we chose to use is a basic computer speaker with a
maximum of 5W power output; with high pressure
this speaker works well enough to drive the air and
produce a single mode. The speaker is hooked up
to a frequency generator which then produces the
desired frequencies.

Operation of Apparatus

The flame table can be connected to either a high
pressure gas line or a standard propane tank. Af-
ter allowing gas into the cavity it is important to
take caution when lighting the table; it is impor-
tant to know about the density of the gas in use.
For example, methane will light above the table
because it rises easily, whereas propane will light
at the edges of the table because it tends to settle
down the sides, rather than rise. [4]

Discussion

After testing the flame table, we determined that
there are several factors that will increase its
function to produce patterns of resonant modes.
Upon initial testing, we determined that the table
top was uneven due to heat damage, the speaker
being used was not large enough to drive the gas,
the hole size was inadequate, and the gas pressure
was not high enough. We also determined that the
speaker placement could only resonate the m=0 ,
n=1 mode due to symmetry of the box.
Upon testing the table with propane we observed
that the flames moved upon the table in a chaotic
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path. The propane was used at a pressure much
higher than that of the methane, though clearly
the hole diameter was allowing too much gas to
escape. The hole diameter caused the table to
appear as though it was a “campfire.”
The most convenient path of improving the box
would be to add two extra speakers on the same
side as the first speaker, to level the table via
careful heat warping using an oxy-acetylene torch,
and to add a second gas port. Ultimately, the most
desired improvement would be to simply replace
the top piece of the table to allow for a piece with
smaller diameter holes. The gas escape from the
larger holes causes the flame distribution to be
dramatically uneven.

Speculations

Upon observing the flame table more closely, we
observed fluctuations in the flames. In some in-
stances the table appeared as though it were “alive
and breathing.” Further investigation as to the ex-
act cause of these fluctuations would be an inter-
esting though complex experiment in itself.
As noted by Daw, it would be fascinating to observe
the flame table phenomenon of a violin-shaped cav-
ity [4]. However, getting the rectangular cavity to
display modes should be a requirement before at-
tempting to build a violin-shaped one. Upon fur-
ther speculation, the theory for such a cavity would
likely be solved using numerical methods.
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Final Project: MECH 308 – Finite Element Analysis    Lena Heffern

Temperature and Pressure analysis of the Harold A. Daw Flame Table 

Introduction and Background 

The Harold Daw flame table is a physics demonstration piece that helps students to visualize 

the two-dimensional wave equation based on pressure. The apparatus consists of a hollow 

cavity with holes on the top that allow gas to escape, inlet(s) that allow a forced frequency to 

be emitted, and gas inlet(s) to supply a flammable gas. When a frequency is put through a 

sound inlet of the apparatus, the gas inside the cavity changes pressure based on the wave 

equation (frequency is proportional to velocity, which is in turn proportional to pressure). 

When the holes on top of the apparatus are ignited, the flames contour along the top of the 

table, allowing students to view different patterns based on frequency. These patterns describe 

the Eigen modes of the two-dimensional wave equation.1 

In order to perfect the construction of the apparatus, it is helpful to determine the stresses 

within the cavity. By determining the stresses along the sides of the cavity, we can determine 

which materials and material thicknesses will displace the least amount. Determining proper 

materials can lead to minimizing the cost of the apparatus. Determining the temperature at the 

exposed edge of the nozzle is also important in order to determine which types of tubes will be 

appropriate to attach. The flames on the top of the table create a temperature gradient based 

on different patterns. This temperature gradient can affect the temperature of the gas inlet and 

possibly melt or ignite the inlet tubing that attaches over the gas inlet. The temperature at the 

sound inlet also needs to be determined for a similar purpose: to avoid melting the speaker. By 

applying thermal boundary conditions we can determine the temperatures we are looking for. 

The lengths of the table legs can also be shortened based on knowledge of the temperature 

along different nodes of the legs. By determining when the table leg reaches either ambient air 

temperature or a “safe” temperature (of which it won’t melt what it’s standing on) we can cut 
the legs to save on material cost.  

 

  

                                                           
1 I based this project off of my senior physics project: Harold Daw Flame Table. The paper for that project is 
available here. I wanted to know the information from this simulation in order to optimize the design of my own 
table. 
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Temperature and Pressure analysis of the Harold A. Daw Flame Table 

Modeling Assumptions 

x The pressure inside of the cavity along the sides, top, and bottom will be assumed to be 
a maximum of 0.00015 psi. This value is based on a mean pressure gauge reading of 3.0 
psi from a 1/4” methane outlet in the physical sciences building. The interior area of the 
cavity was compared to the methane outlet in order to determine an approximate 
maximum pressure within the cavity. 

x The fixed point boundary conditions for the static study will be based on the feet of the 
apparatus.  

x For the thermal study, a flame temperature of 1850 oC (average flame temperature of 
methane combustion with air) per flame outlet will be applied to each hole edge. Note 
that this will give us a steady state temperature distribution so any design changes made 
due to analysis results will be conservative. 

x A convection coefficient of 3.0 W/M2K with an ambient temperature of 25oC will be 
applied to exterior surfaces. These numbers are based on realistic numbers from the 
heat transfer book used in Mech 338.  

x A convection coefficient of 5.0 W/M2K with an ambient temperature of 25 oC will be 
applied to interior surfaces, assuming that though the gas density increases, the overall 
convection increases due to increased gas velocity. 

x The gas inlet nozzle to the table was simplified from the standard “stepped” geometry 
with threading, to a simple extruded solid cylinder. This simplification is conservative as 
the stepped geometry, hollow interior, and threads would increase surface area, which 
in turn would increase heat transfer by convection (cooling is underestimated).  

x The number of holes in the table top was reduced from 400 (20x20) to 100 (10x10) in 
order to allow meshing (the memory on the computers in OCNL is lacking). The hole 
spacing was also changed from 1 inch to 2 inches, center to center spacing. The hole 
diameter was also doubled from 1/16” to 1/8”. These simplifications will have a 
negligible effect on the temperature gradient. 

x It is important to note that in reality the table itself is entirely welded together, except 
in regards to the gas inlets which were braised. Hence, coincident mates were kept as 
they already simulate welds/braising.  

x Mesh controls on the top of the table, as well as around the gas inlet were required for 
proper meshing. 
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Temperature and Pressure analysis of the Harold A. Daw Flame Table 

Results 

Model Properties 

With exception to the brass gas inlet nozzles, the apparatus is made of 1/8” cold-rolled ANSI 
1020 steel. The top and bottom sheets are made of 21” x 21” pieces, whereas the side pieces 
are cut to 20.875” x 3.5” and nested into the sides by coincident mates.  

 

Values of Interest 

Static Study 

x Maximum stress within cavity and its location: 1.18 psi located just above the sound 
ports on the top piece of the table. 

x Stress at the bottom center of the cavity: 0.067 psi 
x Maximum displacement within cavity and its location: 7.381 μ-in at the bottom center of 

the cavity 

Thermal Study 

For the thermal study it is important to note that the melting point of Teflon (which will be used 
for the gas tubing) is 327oC and the melting point of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (which we will 
assume is what encases the speaker) is 110oC. 

x Temperature at the end of the gas inlet nozzle: 904.78 oC 
x Temperature at the outside end of the sound inlet: 690.93 oC 
x Temperatures up one leg of table starting from the floor (oC): 

 

Location 0” (floor) 4.25” 6.18” 8.94” 13.701” 16.10” 18.51” 20.35” 

Temperature (oC) 220.84 229.19 254.60 342.22 406.80 492.24 598.95 736.00 

 

Static & Thermal Combined Study 

x Maximum stress within cavity and its location: 264.63 ksi located on the inside edge of a 
side connecting the sound port to the table, see Fig. 4. 

x Maximum displacement within cavity and its location: 0.455 in located at the bottom 
center of the cavity 
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Temperature and Pressure analysis of the Harold A. Daw Flame Table 

Contour Plots 

 

Figure 1: Contour plot of stress concentrations 
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Temperature and Pressure analysis of the Harold A. Daw Flame Table 

Contour Plots Cont. 

 

Figure 2: Contour plot of thermal effects 
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Temperature and Pressure analysis of the Harold A. Daw Flame Table 

Contour Plots Cont. 

 

Figure 3: Contour plot of thermal stress concentrations 
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Temperature and Pressure analysis of the Harold A. Daw Flame Table 

Contour Plots Cont. 

 

 

Figure 4: Maximum Thermal stress concentration 
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Temperature and Pressure analysis of the Harold A. Daw Flame Table 

Conclusions 

Determining the temperature distribution for such a complex geometry is only possible through 
numerical techniques, hence why SW Simulation was used. The FEA showed that my choice of 
brass for the nozzle was a good initial decision as the brass isn’t a very good thermal conductor. 
However, to be sure of this assumption, an FEA was required because we’re dealing with such 
high temperatures. 

The FEA showed that thinner steel can be used in place of the 1/8” thick cold-rolled steel, as the 
static displacements were less than 0.005 in. Though when thermal stress was analyzed it could 
be seen that the displacements maxed out at about 0.5”, though this is due more to thermal 
expansion than to pressures on the cavity walls. 

The analysis also showed that the nozzle tip temperature (904.78oC) greatly exceeded the 
temperature at which the polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon) piping hits its melting point (327 oC). 
By moving the nozzle placement to the bottom of the cavity, we can avoid the higher 
temperatures and allow the nozzle tip to not melt the plastic.  

The legs of the apparatus are at an appropriate height to avoid damaging any surfaces. 
Presumably we will be using this device on concrete and tile, so a temperature of 220oC is safe 
enough to avoid damaging surfaces. The sound inlet edge temperature is well beyond most the 
melting point of ABS plastic (110 oC). To avoid melting, we can increase the length of the sound 
inlet tube or we can move the sound inlet tube to the bottom of the cavity, though this may 
cause undesired physical effects (strange Eigen modes, etc.). 

Finally, I would like to note that in regards to the thermal FEA, all heat transfer was computed 
assuming a steady state. In reality, the table itself will only be able to run for as long as the 
propane tank can stay full. It is unlikely that the table will be run for more than 10 minutes at a 
time. If I were to design the flame table so that it could run indefinitely, then I would 
implement all of the suggested design changes. However, from actual experiment I know that 
only the Teflon tubing will begin melting within 10 minutes. 


